AFFIDAVIT
I, Jane Doe, being first duly sworn, depose and say:
1.

I am over the age of 18, a resident of REDACTED, Rhode Island, and I have personal
knowledge of the facts herein.

2.

On Tuesday June 11, 2019, during the time of the events I am describing here, I was near the
sidewalk gate entrance to the “Planned Parenthood” Abortuary (I called them Planned
Unparenthood) at 175 Broad Street, Providence, RI 02903.

3.

At 12:20pm as I sat in my car by the pedestrian gate entrance to the abortuary, I heard fire
truck sirens and I saw the fire truck park by the fire hydrant near the driveway entrance to the
parking lot and shut off its sirens. I immediately jumped out of my car, started filming with
my phone, and looked at my watch as I was filming and saw that it was 12:20pm.

4.

After the fire truck parked in the street, I saw four EMTs with emergency equipment get out
of the fire truck, walk into the driveway, and walk towards the “Planned Parenthood”
Abortuary.

5.

It was at this time that I noticed a red ambulance already parked in the parking lot next to the
abortuary building by the back entrance (NOT the front entrance where the abortion customers
walk into the building, which is closer to the pedestrian gate). I’m not sure if the ambulance
was sitting and waiting there, but I never heard its sirens, and I never saw it drive up, or
anyone get out of the vehicle. I only noticed the ambulance after I watched the fire truck
EMTs walking past it to go into the building. The ambulance only had its small lights blinking.

6.

I think the four fire truck EMTs were inside the abortuary for about 15-20 minutes or so, and
then they came out together and walked towards the fire truck. I did not see them get into their
fire truck and I did not see them leave, because I was focused on the abortuary building and
the ambulance, waiting for the victim to be taken out.

7.

I continued to watch where the ambulance was and continued to film most of what I am
describing. From the time the fire truck EMTs left the building, it was probably between 3 to
5 minutes later that two ambulance EMT men came out of the building onto a zig-zag ramp
with railings wheeling a gurney that was elevated about 20 degrees at the head with an African
American woman in her early twenties lying down on it covered by a white sheet up to her
neck with large blue plastic bag on her stomach. There was already an active IV-drip attached
to her right arm with the IV bag held high on a black metal pole.

8.

When the two ambulance EMTs got down to the ambulance in the parking lot with the victim,
the two EMTs loaded the victim into the truck. I don’t recall if one of them went into the back
of the vehicle with the patient, or if they went to the driver and passenger doors to get in. But
the next thing I knew, the ambulance started its engine and more and brighter lights came on
the vehicle. However, the ambulance did not put its sirens on. It proceeded to drive away as
a Fed Ex ground delivery truck pulled in immediately behind it.
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9.

When the ambulance got to the driveway entrance, it made a short “bloop bloop” sound, but
still did not put on its sirens. It stopped and waited in the driveway entrance until the traffic
on the opposite side of the road cleared, and then it proceeded to take a left into the traffic.
Once it was in the flow of traffic, it turned on its sirens.

Further Affiant saith not.
/s/ Jane Doe
____________________________________
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